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The Byzantine Empire is gravely neglected in most modern Western history curriculum. In general, the 
Middle Ages are inadequately covered, however, even in curriculum that do discuss the period, 
discussions on Byzantine Empire are, more often than not, heavily influenced by the traditional 
Victorian philosophies regarding the state as realized by Gibbon. His works were so influential that 
even today, two centuries later, the popular conception (popular as a relative term, of course) of the 
Byzantine Empire is influenced by his misguided assessment of the Middle Ages as a time of linear, 
static progression in Europe. Far from being the case, the Byzantine Empire, throughout its almost 
eleven century long lifespan, was almost always a dynamic and relevant state. Its cultural, political, 
military, and economic power experienced far from linear variations through the Middle Ages, 
especially when seen from a proportional perspective. Of course, the Empire could field more men 
under Justinian than it could under Basil II, but does this really speak to the relative influence of the 
state between these two periods? The relative influences were probably extremely similar, if not close 
to equal. This fluctuation in proportional influence is perhaps most clearly exhibited by the expansion 
of Byzantine power under the Komnenoi Dynasty, with its apex at the reign of Manuel I. The 
Komnenoi saw the transformation of the Byzantine Empire from a rump state with almost no Asian 
territories to a state perhaps as relatively powerful as the Byzantine Empire had ever been, perhaps 
more powerful than the Empire had been since the 630s even speaking outside of proportional terms. 
Overshadowed by the cultural Western European crusading ideological traditions surrounding his 
grandfather Alexios, Manuel I was arguably the most capable of the Komnenoi, and his amelioration of 
Byzantine political power displayed a prescience for comprehending the political scene of the day. 
Under Manuel I, the Byzantine Empire reached the true apex of its political influence in western 
Europe, an influence that had not been matched by any other (outside of the Empire’s core territories in 
the lower Balkans and Anatolia) in Byzantine history since the 630s.  
 

Diplomatic Restructuring under John II, 1137-1143 
 
Before analyzing the political successes of Manuel I, it is necessary to contextualize the political 
situation of the Byzantine Empire during his time by recounting the maneuvers made by his father and 
predecessor John II. John ruled from 1118-1143 and sought to continue the rebuilding process started 
by his father Alexios I through forging new connections with western Europe. One of these connections 
was formed with the Holy Roman or German Empire, which had far-reaching political influence and 
was probably the second most powerful state in Europe next to Byzantium. The so-called Byzantine-
German alliance was derived from the Byzantine situation in Cilicia, which, by 1137, had deteriorated 
to the point that direct intervention on the part of John II was necessary in order to restore imperial 
authority. The entirety of the region, with the exception of Seleukia, was divided between the Latin 
princes of Antioch and the Rupenid Armenian Leo I. John understood, like his predecessor and 
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successor, that the degree of the political complexity of the Byzantine situation had increased 
dramatically after the First Crusade. He, from 1137 to 1142, had made a number of diplomatic 
maneuvers in order to secure the western flank of the Empire during his absence in Cilicia, mainly 
against the designs of the Norman prince Roger II. John not only renewed an alliance with Pisa, a 
maneuver which was characteristic of the collective diplomatic move of the Komnenoi away from 
northeastern Italy and towards northwestern Italy, but also consecrated an alliance with the German 
emperor Lothar II. Two factors defined the initial terms of the Byzantine-German alliance: the 
theoretical partition of the southern Italian Norman state, and the Byzantine claim over Antioch. The 
first of these would prove to be a continuing point of contention between the Byzantine and German 
empires, since both claimed the territories of Apulia, Calabria, and Sicily as part of their Imperial 
inheritances. As a part of the implementation of the Byzantine-German alliance, Lothar made 
concessions to John in way of a recognition of his right to certain territories in Apulia, while John 
likely recognized Lothar’s claims to Lombardy.1 Lothar also acknowledged, perhaps through 
recognition of John’s right to enforce the Treaty of Devol (1108), Byzantine suzerainty over Antioch; 
by 1142 the Byzantine-German alliance had been cemented. John unexpectedly died early in 1143, and 
so his campaign to restore imperial control over Cilicia did not come to fruition. However, the forging 
of the Byzantine-German alliance greatly influenced the reign of John’s successor, Manuel I. Through 
alliances with Pisa and Germany, it was clear that John II envisioned a more expansionist Byzantine 
political doctrine regarding western Europe in the years leading up to his death. This ideology likely 
played a major influence on Manuel’s own doctrines, and as we shall see, he would realize much of the 
goals his father had dreamed of, including a massive expansion of Byzantine political influence in 
Romangna, Lombardy, Austria, and Hungary.  
 

Byzantine-German Relations during Manuel I’s First Years, 1143-1145 
 
When Lothar II died in 1137, John renewed the German alliance with his successor, Conrad III, thereby 
maintaining Byzantium’s position as a relevant player in German politics. It was through Manuel that 
John had tied the Komnenoi dynasty to the imperial house of Germany through an engagement to 
Conrad’s sister-in-law, Bertha of Sulzbach (Bertha was the sister of Conrad’s wife)2, and so the alliance 
was strengthened upon both Lothar’s death and Manuel’s succession. John had also intended for 
Manuel to inherit Attaleia, Antioch, Cilicia, and Cyprus as an independent state in imitation of western-
style dynastic appanages, when, presumably, one of his older brothers ascended the throne, but Manuel 
was signaled as the most competent of John’s sons in 1143, and so was chosen to succeed. It was in this 
way that Manuel ascended in Cilicia, in 1143, and he had all the intention of preserving the alliance 
with Germany. The succession of Manuel did, however, create one major point of contention between 
himself and Conrad, because relations between Manuel and Bertha herself took a sour turn. Two major 
interpretations of the conflict which occurred between Manuel and Bertha upon Manuel’s accession are 
popular. Both of these are derived from the fact that Manuel had entered into marriage negotiations 
with Roger II of Sicily around 1145. The first of the interpretations states that since Manuel had gone 
from being the emperor’s fourth son to the emperor himself, his political status had catapulted, 
especially in relation to that of Bertha’s, and so, before his marriage was consecrated, he had asked 
Conrad for an increase in the value of Bertha’s status and dowry. Conrad was surprised and dismayed 
by the request, but probably agreed informally, in 1145, to include the right of possession of certain 
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Norman territories as a portion of Bertha’s dowry.3 The second interpretation is that Manuel harbored 
personal grievances with Bertha, and attempted to negotiate with the Normans for a new bride. The 
negotiations were broken off in January, 1146, and Manuel saw it expedient to marry Bertha for two 
reasons: to renew the Byzantine-German alliance against the Normans, and, to a lesser degree, to 
attempt to influence Conrad’s decision to participate in the Second Crusade, something Manuel though 
could be prevented by keeping his political favor.4 In any case, the fact that Manuel was potentially 
willing to gamble the German alliance in favor of increasing his influence in southern Italy is evidence 
that he highly valued the region even early into his reign, and regretted deeply the collapse of 
Byzantine authority there. He would go to great lengths to restore authority in southern Italy, but 
ironically would mostly succeed in the North, where Byzantine influence increased to a level not seen 
since the time of Justinian. 
  

The Second Crusade, 1147-1148 
 
The Second Crusade did much to upset the balance of the Byzantine political situation created by the 
alliance from 1145. The Second Crusade was led by the kings of western European states, rather than 
by princes, as in the First Crusade, and so Conrad, among other western monarchs, was directly in 
charge of the armies which were dispatched to take Edessa, which had fallen to Zengi, the Atabeg of 
Mosul, late in 1144. The belated decision of Conrad to join the Second Crusade and personally lead a 
contingent of crusaders naturally came as a shock to Manuel because he believed their political 
relations to be too solid for it to make sense for Conrad to risk them in the Crusade.5 For Conrad, 
however, the Second Crusade represented a critical opportunity to increase his political legitimacy both 
in Germany and in the rest of Europe by means of portraying himself as the Last Roman Emperor who 
would reunite Christendom under his leadership, a stance popular among his polemicists. This attitude 
obviously put him at political odds with Manuel, and while Conrad’s private attitude towards him was 
probably understanding, in order to maintain and increase his political legitimacy, Conrad presented 
himself as the Last Roman unifier of Christianity, as Louis VII did more openly. In this light, 1147 was 
probably the year at which point the Byzantine-German alliance was closest to terminating during the 
reign of Conrad. Conrad was accused of attempting to take Constantinople by force with the intention 
of installing a Latin Patriarch in the city, an accusation with a great degree of weight behind it 
considering the convulsive nature of Conrad’s trip through the European side of Byzantium. Relations 
sank further when a flash flood devastated the German armies at Choirobacchoi, which in hindsight, 
most contemporary sources (writing after the Second Crusade failed) attributed to the wrath of God; 
from our perspective it would seem as though Manuel was indifferent to the conditions of the crusaders, 
even rebuilding the walls of Constantinople as they approached the city from Choirobacchoi in order to 
keep order among its worried populace.6 However, once he was across the Bosphoros and the situation 
of the Crusade began to rapidly deteriorate in Anatolia, relations ironically improved between 
Byzantium and Germany. While the French king Louis VII blamed the Greeks for his misfortune and 
nurtured an alliance with Roger II, Manuel came to Conrad’s assistance following the defeat of his 
forces in battle against the Turks of Ikonium and even hosted his stay in Constantinople in December of 
1147 during his retreat from Asia Minor. Manuel also provided ships for Conrad to transport his armies 
to Palestine following the restart of the Crusade in the spring of 1148, and made him swear to return 
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west through Constantinople and return Edessa to Byzantium upon it recapture.7 When Conrad 
returned to Constantinople in the autumn of 1148, he signed the Treaty of Thessalonica with Manuel, 
which dealt with the arrangement of formal plans for an anti-Norman campaign with Manuel and 
reaffirmed Manuel’s right of conquest in Norman Italy through the unfulfilled dowry of Bertha of 
Sulzbach, who by that point had changed her name to Irene.8 9 Overall, the politcal standing of 
Byzantium increased dramatically after the Second Crusade. The Byzantine-German alliance was 
reinforced by specific political concessions on the part of the Germans, and while no gains had been 
made with the French, relations were not doing well before the Crusade either. It was clear even at that 
point that Manuel would have to chose between allying with the French or the Germans. Perhaps even 
more critically, the Byzantine-German alliance was consecrated by the binding of the Komnenoi 
dynasty to that of the Babenberg through the marriage of Manuel’s niece Theodora to Conrad’s nephew 
Henry II Jasomirgott Babenberg, the Duke of Austria, a political move which would prove to be 
incredibly influential because the crown of Austria would later be split between the two parties (not to 
emphasize the irony of the crown of Austria being split between two parties the same decade the capital 
was originally moved to Vienna, i.e the conception of modern Austria). This act was a major 
concession to Byzantine political power in Germany, which would increase radically in Austria and 
would later influence Manuel’s ability to enact his political conquest of Hungary, as the presence of 
Theodora in Austria, a state on the front lines of the German-Hungarian border and highly influential in 
German policy towards Hungary, would influence Henry II’s policy towards Byzantine regional 
expansion in the direction of reconciliation as opposed to belligerency. On another note, Byzantine 
military fortifications failed in one capacity during the Second Crusade: Roger II of Sicily used the 
distraction of the Crusade to fiercely raid the Byzantine coastal cities along the Adriatic and western 
Aegean, sacking Thebes, Corinth, and Athens, and even taking control of the key fortress-island of 
Corfu, situated at the mouth of the Adriatic. To have the island in Norman hands was absolutely 
intolerable to Manuel, as it entirely disrupted his Adriatic policy, and he would immediately prioritize 
ejecting the Normans as soon as the Second Crusade left Byzantine territory.  

 
Conrad’s Final Years, 1148-1152 

 
The punitive expedition against Roger II in Sicily following his 1147-1148 campaigns against 
Byzantine was repeatedly delayed due to rebellions in Serbia from 1149 supported by Hungarian and 
Pecheneg auxiliary units.10 Despite the military support from these Danubian peoples, the rebellion was 
largely orchestrated by Roger II as a means to neutralize the imbalance of power dynamics in the 
Balkans and Italy created by the Byzantine-German alliance which allied two traditional enemies 
whose Imperial ambitions were, in the past, used to play the two powers of off each other by both the 
Normans and Hungary. While the Serbian revolts of 1149 were suppressed by 1154 and Corfu was 
retaken (with the help of both Venice and a German contingent meant to reinforce new German-
Byzantine ties following the marriage of Henry Jasomirgott to Manuel’s niece), the incident exhibits 
the complex nature of Southern and Eastern European politics at the time, especially relating to the 
Byzantine-German alliance, which had far reaching implications. Manuel and Conrad also took turns 
supporting the Hungarian pretender Boris, in 1131 and 1145-46 respectively, although neither party saw 
radical political gains in the region. Relations between Manuel and Conrad continued to improve into 
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the early 1150s. In the spring of 1150, Conrad proposed for his son and heir Henry to marry a relative 
of Manuel, and when he died in 1151, Conrad offered himself as a suitor. Once again, Manuel seems to 
have wished to realize conquest by diplomacy and inheritance. He will manage this in Hungary, but 
Conrad’s death in 1152 spoiled Manuel’s German ambitions. 
 
 

The Alliance Decays under Frederick, 1152-1158 
 
Almost immediately upon the accession of Conrad’s successor, his nephew Frederick I Barbarossa, 
relations with Manuel began to fracture. The first fissure was opened when Frederick, immediately 
upon his succession in 1152, proposed to his councilors a plan to evade Hungary and bring the country 
into the German orbit, a matter which Conrad has explicitly left alone, opting to allow Hungary to 
remain in the Byzantine cultural commonwealth.11 12 While the plan was rejected by the Diet of 
Regensburg the same year, Manuel and Frederick’s interests were already clashing. Another major 
fissure was opened when Frederick and Pope Eugenius III signed the Treaty of Constance in 1153, 
which stipulated that neither party would allow the Byzantines to hold territory in Italy. At this time, 
Manuel and Frederick were both organizing campaigns in southern Italy, and it is clear from Manuel’s 
preparations that he had hoped that the Byzantine-German alliance would be renewed with Frederick 
following his accession, because he had wanted to coordinate a campaign with the Germans in order to 
expedite the partition of Italy between the two powers. Manuel made no attempt to disrupt Frederick’s 
Italian campaign, which lasted from 1154 to the summer of 1155. The campaign coalesced into a failed 
attempt to subdue the anti-German Roman Commune, and Barbarossa’s standing in central Italy was 
weakened. Manuel was hoping for a joint expedition with Frederick even after he began to return to 
Germany, and Byzantine agents in Ancona petitioned for Frederick to return south during his march 
north in 1155. Frederick was even prepared to embark on this joint campaign had the princes not 
petitioned him to return to Germany, evidence that Byzantine-German relations had be no means been 
severed up to this point.13 The Byzantine envoys still claimed that Frederick had sanctioned their 
expedition, and it was at this point, when it became clear that Frederick would not return to southern 
Italy, that Manuel initiated his own campaign. While Frederick made no active maneuvers to hinder the 
Byzantine advance on southern Italy from Ancona, he did begin to marshal his forces in order to project 
influence over the South. However, any punitive expedition he planned against the Byzantines was 
only considering that they were successful in their campaign, and even thus, it is unlikely a German 
advance on the Byzantine position in southern Italy under Frederick would have been intended to 
completely expel them from Italy; rather, Frederick merely wanted assure that the Byzantines did not 
annex any territories he felt would have threatened German claims in the region, especially Rome, as 
well as maintain a facade of control over the region. In any case, the Byzantine campaign was not 
successful, and so an impasse was avoided. Massive gains along the Adriatic and Apulian coasts were 
initially made, especially around Bari, but the Byzantines were defeated in the only major battle of the 
campaign outside of the city of Brindisi, and the campaign collapsed soon after. The use by the 
Byzantine diplomats of the claim (perhaps truthful) that Frederick had sanctioned the expedition 
proved a great embarrassment for him, as it represented a flagrant violation of the Treaty of Constance; 
it also proved helpful in that the Byzantines were able to occupy most of the Apulian and Calabrian 
coastlines by convincing the southern Italians that Manuel and Frederick had finally agreed upon a 
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partition of Italy; many accepted Byzantine rule relatively willingly.14 15 This development, along with 
the failure of Frederick’s 1155 campaign to subdue the Roman Commune, would cost the Germans 
intensely in the political situation of Italy, as Frederick so greatly alienated Pope Adrian that the 
Commune concluded an alliance with William II in which Norman Sicily was recognized as a Papal 
vassal.16 This move was likely meant as a rebuff to both the Germans and the Byzantines, as by 
recognizing the rogue Norman state, Adrian was taking a clearly partisan position on the conflict. He 
supported neither the German nor Byzantine claims. Overall, while Manuel’s Apulian War did not 
achieve its goals, Byzantine influence along the Adriatic coast of Italy continued to expand, especially 
around Ancona and the Pentarchy, relative to German influence, which declined radically in the South 
and around Rome, as well as in Lombardy later in Frederick’s reign. 
 
What further exacerbated the rift between Frederick and Manuel was not so much the nature of 
Manuel’s Italian expedition but its initial success; a Byzantine embassy to Frederick was kept waiting 
for several weeks during the summer of 1156. The same year, Frederick married Beatrice of Burgundy 
in order to integrate her territories into the German Empire, insulting the Byzantine ambassadors at his 
court, as well as Manuel, who had still hoped to marry Frederick to one of his female relatives and add 
further to the direct expansion of Byzantine political power in Germany. In order to placate Manuel, 
Frederick invested his unclei Henry Jasomirgott with the newly created Duchy of Austria. As 
mentioned earlier, this effected German-Byzantine relations because Frederick conferred investiture of 
the Duchy equally upon Henry and his wife, Manuel’s niece, who he had married in 1148. This 
maneuver was meant to cede political influence to the Komnenoi in Germany, satisfying Manuel’s want 
for influence there while still allowing for Frederick to consummate his marriage with Beatrice and 
secure control of Burgundy. While this political maneuvering was beneficial for Frederick in the long-
term, Manuel was apparently unsatisfied with the idea of an alliance by word alone with Germany and, 
in 1156, offered to conduct a joint campaign targeting Hungary in conjunction with Frederick, who 
rejected the proposal; he seemed to oppose the expansion of any amount Byzantine influence in any 
strategically relevant region.17 Another strain on the Byzantine-German alliance came in 1157 when the 
Byzantine diplomat Alexios Axouch arrived in Ancona in order to consolidate Byzantine political 
losses after the defeat in the Apulian War. Already Frederick had been forced to coerce Byzantine 
agents to evacuate Ancona in 1156 by use of military force, as their influence had become so potent 
that the city seemed subordinate to Manuel, after the defeat of the Norman expedition.18 Axouch was 
extraordinarily successful in his maneuvers: he not only allowed for Manuel to exit the deteriorating 
war with honor, but also initiated a rapid expansion of Byzantine influence in northern Italy, a region 
where Frederick was, at that point, unequivocally opposed to losing power to the Byzantines. 
Byzantine power expanded across northern Italy, especially in the regions around Ancona, Lombardy, 
and the Romagna; Manuel would even go so far as to lay claim to the Pentapolis of the Papal States 
(Rimini, Pesaro, Fano, Senigallia, and Ancona). A number of tense encounters between Axouch and 
German diplomats arose in 1148, although most of them were resolved, and direct conflict between 
Manuel and Frederick was avoided. Despite a rise in tensions, the Byzantine-German alliance survived 
the peace treaty signed between Sicily and Byzantium and the death of the main German ambassador to 
Byzantium, Wibald of Stablo, both in the summer of 1158.  
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The Collapse of the Alliance, 1159-1161 

 
The Papal Schism of 1160-1177 would put an end to the formal Byzantine-German alliance, although 
its collapse would by no means precede a recession in Byzantine power. Early in 1160, Frederick 
convoked the Council of Pavia to settle the Papal dispute which arose out of the death of Hadrian IV 
the previous year. Frederick, unlike most of the rest of the Christian world, publicly announced his 
support of the pro-German Victor IV. The rival to Victor, Alexander III, commanded the support of 
France, the Latin Crusader states, Christian Iberia, Hungary, the Lombard cities, and Norman Sicily, 
among other states. Manuel, at the time, had sent an envoy to Frederick agreeing to break his treaty 
with William the Bad, the Norman successor to Roger II in Sicily who had defeated Manuel’s invasion 
of southern Italy, on the condition that he was gifted the March of Ancona and the coastal regions of 
Apulia (treaties, of course, were and are seen as a form of recognition – in this instance, Frederick sees 
Byzantine ‘recognition’ of Norman Sicily as damaging to his political influence in southern Italy 
especially considering that the two states are at peace). Frederick replied favorably, while strongly 
implying that Manuel’s recognition of Victor IV as the rightful Pope would be necessary in order to 
complete the agreement. Manuel responded with a degree of ambiguous optimism, but within a year it 
became clear to him that it would have been political suicide to recognize Victor, and he recognized 
Alexander III in 1161, who had, by that point, already excommunicated Frederick. It is also notable 
that from 1160-1161, a series of sensational rumors spread around the Byzantine court that Frederick 
was planning to invade Byzantium and conquer Constantinople, thereby fulfilling the prophecies 
regarding the reunification of Rome. These rumors were based partly on actual phenomena, such as the 
publishing of the Play of Antichrist around 1160, which predicted that one final German Crusade would 
unite Christianity and end the Great Schism, among other things. Although these rumors probably had a 
notable effect on Manuel’s decision not to recognize Victor IV, Frederick himself never threatened to 
invade Byzantium, and it is unknown when exactly Manuel recognized Alexander III, and therefor who 
actually drove the first nail in the coffin of the relationship between Frederick and Manuel. The final 
nail in the coffin was the death of Bertha of Sulzbach, the greatest advocate of the Byzantine-German 
alliance, in 1160, who had not borne Manuel a son. When Manuel finally remarried in 1161, it was to a 
French princess from Antioch. From this point on, Manuel and Frederick entered into a period of Cold 
War, fought mostly over political influence in Hungary and Italy. The death of the Byzantine-German 
alliance by Manuel’s recognition of Alexander III and his marriage to the French princess Maria of 
Antioch signaled that Manuel’s policy had shifted even further west in the time since his succession. 
He now began to prioritize the convoking of a Byzantine-French alliance, a position even further 
pursued after his conquest of Hungary as a means to surround Germany on all front by Byzantine 
vassals and allies. In 1179, Manuel married his first-born son Alexios II off to the daughter of Louis VII 
himself, Agnes of France, in a move bearing striking similarities to the opening political campaigns of 
his conquest of Hungary. 
 
 

Manuel in Hungary, 1161-1172 
 
Hungarian politics had never seriously hindered Frederick and Manuel’s relationship before the alliance 
deteriorated, at least not in the same way that influence in Italy had, and this is reflected in the period 
following the collapse of the alliance. One factor contributing to the Cold War not being as intense in 
Hungary as it was in Italy can be explained by the position of Henry of Babenburg. As the Duke of 
Austria, he was largely responsible for German relations with Hungary, and despite his close 
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relationship with the Hohenstaufen, he was married to Manuel’s niece, with whom he shared control of 
his state. It would have been natural for Henry to have attempted to take a more conciliatory position 
towards Hungary relative to Byzantine influence. Manuel’s niece seems to have had an influence on 
Henry’s policy towards Hungary similar to Bertha of Sulzbach’s influence on Manuel’s policy towards 
Germany: both presided over a policy of conciliation towards their native countries.ii Frederick himself 
seems to have desired less for influence in Hungary even before the Byzantine-German alliance failed. 
In 1158, he refused a request by Geza II’s brother Stephen for support in usurping the Hungarian king, 
and as late as 1165, Frederick, in the context of conciliatory diplomatic exchanges, offered to conduct a 
joint campaign against Stephen III with Manuel, something he had been unwilling to do earlier in 1156 
when the alliance seemed more stable. Frederick seems to have been disinterest in expanding his 
influence in Hungary after his failed invasion proposal to the Diet of Regensburg early in his reign. 
Another factor in the political situation in Hungary at this time, relative to the Cold War between 
Manuel and Frederick, was the position of the Hungarian nobility regarding the Papal Schism, (they 
were in support of Alexander III). This issue is probably overstated, as Frederick essentially had no 
allies in the Papal Schism anyways, and Alexander III would eventually be universally recognized as 
the legitimate Pope; probably what concerned the Germans more was the expansionist goals of Manuel. 
Manuel sought to annex an inland region of what is today Croatia, (a region between the Drava and 
Sava rivers known as the Frangochorion); this strip of land was of relatively little concern to Frederick, 
who mostly feared that complete Byzantine domination of Dalmatia would precipitate an invasion of 
northern Italy, something Manuel certainly envisioned through his repeated diplomatic takeovers of 
Ancona.   
 
Hungarian and Serbian politics during this period were still heavily influenced by the Cold War 
between Manuel and Frederick. Following the defeat of the rebellion of Uros II, the Grand Prince of 
Serbia who had been incited to rebel by Roger of Sicily in 1149 and defeated by Manuel by 1154, 
Desaiii, Uros’ brother, was put on the throne of Serbia by Manuel. He proved to be as unreliable as Uros, 
and Manuel was compelled to lead three punitive expeditions against him from 1161 to 1171. 
Byzantine authority was retained and perhaps strengthened in Serbia. At least one of these expeditions 
was the direct result of Desa’s attempt to establish diplomatic relations with Frederick. War broke out 
between Manuel and Stephen III, the king of Hungary, in 1164 over what amounted to a Byzantine 
coup in Dalmatia and Frangochorion. The previous year, Manuel and Stephen had made an agreement 
establishing that in exchange for Manuel withdrawing his support for the pretender Stephen IV, Bela III, 
another candidate to the throne and a Byzantine sympathizer, would be allowed to take control of an 
appanage comprised of central Dalmatia and the region of the Frangochorion. However, after the treaty 
was signed, Manuel had Bela taken to Constantinople and married him to his daughter Maria, making 
him his son-in-law, and control of the appanage passed to the Byzantines. Stephen III fought furiously 
from 1164-65 to regain control of the appanage, which he briefly did, and his campaigns were directly 
supplied with auxiliary units from Czechia and Germany, sanctioned by Frederick. Once again, 
Frederick’s chief concern regarding Manuel’s expansionism was not the Frangochorion, but Dalmatia, 
which he reasonably assumed Manuel would make use of to strengthen his position in northern Italy.  
In 1166, Frederick dispatched Henry of Babenberg along with his Byzantine wife to attempt to make 
peace between the two candidates for the Hungarian throne in Sofia, but the mission was 
unsuccessful.19 The ensuing wars fought over the Frangochorion would culminate in an attempt by 
Manuel to retake Sirmium, which had been seized by Stephen III late in 1164 along with the rest of the 
region, involving Galicia-Halychian, Czech, and Germanic-Saxon auxiliary units on the Hungarian side 
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and Serbian, Austrian, and Ikonium-Turkish auxiliary units on the Byzantine side. The Battle of 
Sirmium (1167) saw the wholesale destruction of the Hungarian armies, and most of the Balkans were 
turned over to Manuel, including Croatia, which bordered Henry II’s Austria. This was the first time 
Byzantine authority would stretch into Croatia and Bosnia since the death of Basil II in 1025. Sporadic 
warfare would continue between Hungary and Byzantium until the death of Stephen III in 1172, when 
he was replaced by Bela III, who became Manuel’s vassal. Although Manuel had inflicted a radical 
political defeat on Frederick in Hungary by placing a vassal on the throne and taking control of a region 
not even conquered by the Romans, he was unable to use his power there to expand further into 
Germany in the same way Frederick would have been able to use control of Hungary to invade 
Byzantium.  

Contextualizing Manuel’s Balkan Conquests 
 
It must be understood that the degree to which Manuel was able to penetrate the traditional boundaries 
of Western Europe and extend both Byzantine cultural and political influence past the Drava, Sava, 
Danube, and Tizsna rivers and into Austria was considerable. In his conquest of Hungary, both political 
and military, he achieved what had not been done by a Roman Emperor since the reign of Trajan and 
extended Imperial authority past the Danube in a real and demonstrable manner. His single victory at 
Sirmium, although Manuel did not command the forces there himself, was also directly responsible for 
the extension of Byzantine political authority past Serbia for the first time since Basil II. Basil’s Balkan 
expansion, however, was mostly actuated through the subservience of a variety of vassal states in 
Bosnia and Dalmatia. By comparison, Manuel expressed a desire to expand Imperial control over his 
conquests directly, rather than maintain the Byzantine tradition, championed by Basil and the 
Macedonians, of establishing control by indirect rule. Manuel forced the occupation of the 
Frangochorion and much of Bosnia directly, and repeatedly sent armies into Dalmatia and Serbia, as 
well as Transylvania, a region thoroughly under the influence of both Byzantine culture and religion. 
Transylvania would go on to form a sizable piece of what is today Orthodox Romania, only breaking 
away from the Hungarians after World War One, a testament to the strength of the Byzantine influence. 
From these conquests, Byzantine culture even expanded into lower Germany, aided by Manuel’s 
considerable political influence there through his niece Theodora, who ruled half of the crown of 
Austria. Perhaps not even Justinian had remade the influence Manuel did in parts of western Europe, 
and he certainly didn’t expand into areas not taken by the first Roman Empire. As we shall see, like 
Justinian before him, Manuel paired his other foreign conquests with a massive expansion of influence 
in Italy. Although here he was certainly less successful than Justinian, he still increased Byzantine 
influence in the country to a level not realized since the apex of Belisarius’ campaigns.  
 

Manuel in Italy, 1160-1179 
 
Not only did Italy, as the site of the 1160-77 Papal Schism and therefor the origin of the Byzantine-
German Cold War, represent the origin of Manuel’s conflict with Frederick, it also represented, in the 
regions of Norman Sicily and Lombardy, the site of the longstanding historical conflict between the 
claimants to the inheritance of the Eastern and Western Roman Empires, although Byzantium 
obviously had a more reasonably investment in the former. As exhibited, after Manuel’s failed Apulian 
campaign, Alexios Axouch had managed to significantly increase Byzantine influence in Lombardy, 
and Manuel certainly supported the Lombard cities in their struggles against Frederick’s expansionism. 
As early as 1162, Manuel struggled to prevent the fall of Milan to Frederick, and assisted in rebuilding 
the city’s walls five years later. Manuel also provided material support to the Lombard League; many 
Ligurian cities, namely Cremona and Pavia, even attempted to put themselves under the suzerainty of 
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Byzantium. While information on Byzantine influence is Tuscany is lacking, it is known that a 
connection had been established with Siena. Following the death of William I of Sicily in May 1166, 
Manuel proposed an offer to Pope Alexander III: in exchange for recognition of Byzantine imperial 
authority in Rome and southern Italy, he would reunite the churches.20 Although the mission was 
unsuccessful, and Alexander was forced to flee Rome the next year due to a collapse in political favor, 
it evidences the degree to which Manuel was committed to expanding his power in Italy. Anconaiv was 
already within the Byzantine orbit by 1167, when Frederick had spent around a month besieging the 
city after Manuel had purchased its allegiance and sent troops to occupy it; the siege was successful 
and Ancona was made by show of force to revert its allegiance to Frederick.21 However, Manuel’s 
influence in northern Italy continued to expand, prompting a second mission by Frederick to take 
Ancona in 1173, although this siege failed, and Ancona remained in the Byzantine orbit. Manuel also 
went to great lengths to maintain and expand Byzantine influence among the aristocracy of southern 
Italy so as to attempt an establishment of Byzantium as a permanent political force in the region. One 
tactic Manuel used to his advantage in the Cold War against Frederick in southern Italy was that of the 
political marriage, a tactic which, of course, had won him Hungary. In 1170, Manuel’s niece Eudokia 
was married to Odo Frangipane, a leading member of the Roman aristocracy. Manuel also harbored 
numerous southern Italian political refugees. One such noble was the son of a former Prince of Capua, 
who would act as Byzantine legate to the Pope. Manuel’s political maneuvers in Italy during the Cold 
War were definitely motivated by a fear of a German invasion of Greece. The publishing of the Play of 
Antichrist and the German invasion scare of 1160-61 was directly proceeded by the publishing of the 
Sibylline Prophecy Concerning the End of the Schism, which predicted that Frederick would conquer 
Southern Italy, unite Italy under Imperial rule, then invade Epirus and destroy the Byzantine state and 
unite Christendom. As fantastic as this prophecy seemed, it certainly would have represented a real 
concern for Manuel especially following the Fall of Milan in 1162, after which Frederick secured the 
agreement of Genoa and Pisa to launch a joint invasion of southern Italy. While Manuel’s goals in Italy 
were both expansionist and defensive in nature, varying between regions, the ultimate consequence of 
his political exploits there was that neither the Germans nor the Normans were able to significantly 
expand their power in Italy or, more critically, the Balkans. Manuel achieved, through his maneuvers 
against Frederick as a part of the Cold War, a balancing of the various political powers of Italy.  
 
The political situation in Italy shifted radically when Manuel was borne a son, Alexios II, in 1169. This 
allowed Manuel to break off his daughter Maria’s engagement with Bela III, thereby making her 
available for another marriage. Henry II of England was first considered, but in 1170, Manuel received 
a delegation from Frederick’s chancellor Christian of Mainz expressing a German interest in the 
possibility of a political marriage with Maria; in 1171, Manuel sent an embassy to Cologne specifically 
to attempt to marry her into the Hohenstaufen dynasty.22 Another delegation under Bishop-Elect 
Conrad II of Worms and Henry the Lion was sent to Constantinople in 1172, and it is clear that at least 
Manuel thought the possibility of reviving the German alliance was possible; perhaps he even 
envisioned himself inheriting Germany, as he would essentially go on to do in Hungary. It is likely that 
Frederick had not only offered to revive the old alliance with Manuel, but also to cede to him most of 
the Adriatic coast of Italy, from Otranto to Ravenna. Frederick would have been motivated by his 
failure to marry a Capetian early in 1171, as he sought the alliance of another major power.23 

 
20 Freed (2016): 335 
21 Freed (2016): 340 
22 Freed (2016): 354 
23 Freed (2016): 353-4 
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Unfortunately for those in favor of reviving the old alliance, the chosen suitor for Maria ultimately 
became William II, the Norman prince of Sicily, in 1172. The engagement of Manuel’s daughter to 
William II was likely motivated by an ensuing war between Venice and Byzantiumv in which Manuel 
was victorious despite his vastly inferior navy.24 Unfortunately for Manuel, Frederick’s commitment to 
reviving the alliance had not been genuine, even before another suitor had been chosen for Maria, and 
he canceled the negotiations and initiated an attack on Ancona lead by Christian of Mainz and assisted 
by Venice in 1173, since, earlier that year, the Byzantine Governor of Dalmatia had relocated to Ancona 
in order to purchase land and establish a Byzantine presence there. Despite these developments, the 
siege of Ancona failed, and Manuel’s political influence in much of Italy went unaffected. Of course, 
the Byzantine-Venetian alliance was permanently terminated, as was the possibility of a Byzantine-
Norman alliance, as William II was kept waiting for his bride to arrive in Taranto for years until the 
marriage was canceled without excuse. One deciding factor in Manuel’s decision to cancel the marriage 
with the Normans had been his decisive defeat of the Venetians in the 1172 war, as he no longer needed 
an ally at the base of the Adriatic and wanted to save Maria for another suitor.25 As a result of all of 
these diplomatic maneuvers, Byzantium’s net influence in Italy remained largely unchanged, although 
in terms of specific alliances, Manuel continued to focus more on the states of northwestern Italy and 
the Romagna than on the states of northeastern Italy; Manuel’s influence around Ancona may have 
decreased although the Germans had failed to capitalize on an opportunity to take the city, while his 
influence in Venice obviously decreased, and his influence in southern Italy probably remained static, 
although the possibility of a rapprochement was lost. Byzantine relations with the Papal States had, at 
the time, been improving following a series of attempts by Manuel to heal the Schism, and relations 
continued to improve throughout the early 1170s. Manuel’s alliances with Pisa and Genoa had also, as 
stated, remained in tact, and Byzantine influence in northern Italy, especially in Ancona, did not suffer 
heavily from 1170-1173.  
 
Following the massive defeat of a German invasion of northern Italy at the Battle of Legnano in 1176, 
Manuel’s influence reached its apex in Lombardy and Romagna. From Ancona to Pavia and Cremona, 
the cities of northern Italy seemed to be more under the influence of the Byzantine Empire than the 
German. Manuel’s prestige in the west did, however, suffered a major blow after the Battle of 
Myriokephalonvi later the same year. Manuel’s political position was probably damaged more in the 
west than in the east as a result of the battle: Frederick perceived the Byzantines to no longer be a threat 
to his imperial authority in Italy and, after around November 1176, completely barred them from 
participating in the ongoing peace treaties following Frederick’s defeat at Legnano. Manuel and 
Frederick exchanged a number of hostile letters in 1177, and Venice and Sicily were likely pushed 
further into Frederick’s arms, although there is no evidence that Manuel suffered political losses 
anywhere else.26 In 1180, Manuel’s daughter, whose hand in marriage had, at this point, been 
considered for the monarchs of England, Sicily, France, Germany, and Hungary, was married to the son 
of the Marquis of Montferrat, Renier, who was given the title of caesar.27 At a glance, Renier seems to 
have been a relatively unassuming choice for Manuel’s daughter, but, like most of Manuel’s diplomatic 
moves, the marriage was highly calculated. The Montferrats were an extremely prestigious family, and 
commanded control of the one of the few Northern Italian states not totally subjugated by Frederick. 
The Montferrats were related to both the Capetians and Hohenstaufens, and the marriage proved 

 
24 Freed (2016): 354 
25 Freed (2016): 354 
26 Freed (2016): 417-19 
27 Urbansky (1968): 119 
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especially prescient when Christian of Mainz was captured by Renier’s brother in 1179, supported by a 
Byzantine mercenary army dispatched from Ancona.28 Furthermore, in 1171, Manuel’s daughter had 
been named second in line for the throne upon the birth of Alexios II, and so, when she married into the 
Montferrat family, made Renier second in line, behind only Alexios.29 Once again, as with Bela III, 
Manuel’s political ambitions were so great that he was even willing to put a western suitor on the 
Byzantine throne: Manuel would see Renier on the throne if it meant he would integrate his massive 
domains in northwestern Italy into the Empier. The year 1179, in fact, was marked by a number of 
other anti-German politically motivated Byzantine marriages in Northern Italy. One of Manuel’s nieces, 
Eudokia, was married to William of Montferrat, while another niece, also named Eudokia, was married 
to a prominent Tuscan nobleman. These new marriages, along with the marriage with Renier of 
Montferrat and the marriage of the daughter of Louis VII with Alexios II, gave Manuel a massive bloc 
of allies along Frederick’s western border. It is clear that even until the very end of Manuel’s life, he 
was working tirelessly to to check the ambitions of Frederick in Italy.  
 

Contextualizing Manuel’s Italian Politics 
In terms of actual conquest, Manuel achieved relatively little in Italy compared to the Balkans, and 
especially compared to Belisarius. However, Manuel did oversee a massive increase of Byzantine 
political influence in Italy to the point where he was probably the single most dominant political force 
across the peninsula by the time of his death. Manuel saw the extension of Byzantine political influence 
into Lombardy, Tuscany, and the Romagna for the first time since the collapse of Belisarius’ conquests 
and expanded the existing network of Byzantine alliances to include Genoa and Pisa, while dropping 
Venice, part of Manuel’s overall policy of moving his allies westward. At one time or another, Manuel 
took nominal or actual control over Montferratvii Cremona, Pavia, and Ancona. While Manuel was 
ultimately unable to effect an expansion of Byzantine influence in Rome, he did increase his influence 
around the Pentapolis to the point where he was able to make claims to the region. Manuel also 
continued to maintain and expand Byzantine political influence in southern Italy through connections 
with the aristocracy there. Manuel can be largely credited with reversing the centuries long decline of 
Byzantine influence in Italy, especially in the north. 
 

Conclusion 
Although most of Manuel’s achievements were reversed within a decade of his death, the successes of 
his reign are hugely indicative of the fact that the Byzantine Empire was a relevant if dominant political 
force in Europe long into its history. Manuel effected a massive expansion of Byzantine influence it 
what can only be broadly contextualized as not only an attempt to continue to rebuilding processes start 
by his Komnenoi ancestors but also to further integrate the Byzantine state with the rest of Europe, both 
culturally and politically. Had his successors continued his policies, it is likely that the Byzantine state 
would have remained a dynamic power for centuries to come. As it happened, most of Manuel’s 
achievements were reversed by the tyranny of his cousin Andronikos, and by 1204 the inept Angelid 
dynasty had lead the Empire itself to a brief collapse following the Fourth Crusade. Though 
Constantinople would be regained by the Laskarids and then managed by the Palaiologans for another 
two centuries, Manuel’s reign represents the last period in which the Byzantine Empire was truly 
influential.  
 
 

 
28 Freed (2016): 422 
29 Urbansky (1968): 119 
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i Below is a summation of the immediate family of Jasomirgott and Frederick I. I spent a while looking for and 

attempting to organize this information so I figured it might be relevant to include it. Agnes of Germany had married 
Frederick I first before he died in 1105. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ii While Bertha never bore Manuel a son, she largely remained the single greatest advocate of the Byzantine-German 

alliance in Manuel’s court throughout her life. [[Magdalino 198-200]] She, for example, was instrumental in the 
suffocation of a pro-Sicilian rebellion in Constantinople orchestrated by the civil servant Theodore Styppeiotes, a 
maneuver meant to strengthen pro-German sentiment among the Byzantine aristocracy. Following Conrad’s inability to 
fulfill his military promises regarding an anti-Norman campaign (from the Treaty of Thessalonica), imperial embassies 
were sent not only to Manuel, but also to Bertha, of whom received the larger, more personal letter, clear evidence that 
she was a powerful pro-German component from both the Byzantine and German perceptions (both of the letters 
essentially contained excuses for Conrad’s repeated delays of the expedition and were meant to allay the situation). 
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[[Stephenson 224]] Bertha also closely followed the politics of her native Germany. She, supported by her husband and 
the Byzantine court, sent envoys to enforce the girding of her nephew Frederick of Rothenburg (Frederick was Conrad 
III’s son and Bertha was Conrad’s wife’s sister) in Wurzburg in late 1157. Bertha was, for her own or for Byzantine-
influenced political reasons, attempting to stop Frederick Barbarossa from taking control of Alsace and Swabia, 
territories which has been inherited by Frederick of Rothernburg, by having him publicly declared of age to take 
political office (girding). Bertha’s ambitions were achieved, and Frederick was forced to turn his attention to Lombardy, 
where he tried to establish his own territorial lordship. [[Freed 82-85]] Bertha’s intervention here can also be 
contextualized within recent Byzantine political advances in Hungary with their relatively successful backing of the 
pretender Boris; Frederick’s position reeled from these two simultaneous political defeats. [[Freed 195]]  The effect of 
the loss of Bertha’s pro-German influence following her death in 1159 damaged Byzantine-German relations. The 
German invasion scare, for example, broke out only a year after her death, as noted by Kinnamos, and the alliance 
collapsed entirely a year after that when Manuel re-married. [[Magdalino 65]] 

iii While originally researching this period, I came across a discrepancy regarding the person of Desa. Two of my main 
sources for the material of this paper, Magdalino and Urbansky, conflated the person of Desa with that of the radically 
more important Serbian Saint Stephen Nemanja. The error was derived from an essay on the Komnenoi produced by 
Chalandon in 1912. The strain of thought that saw Desa and Nemanja as the same person apparently had little support 
outside of some European schools, and was refuted directly by Charles Brand in 1976 and John Fine in 1987. As of now, 
the matter seems to be settled, as none of the more recent sources, especially Stephenson (2006), support Chalandon’s 
theory. 

iv From the various sources cited in this essay it can reasonably be ascertained that the political importance of Ancona to 
Manuel can be derived from a number of contributing factors. Firstly, Ancona was a relatively isolated political entity 
without any major or enduring ties to a larger regional urban center, such as Naples, Rome, or Milan, like most other 
Italian regions. It was therefor highly vulnerably to external Byzantine political influence. Secondly, Ancona was 
situated directly across from a number of cities of military, economic, and political importance in Dalmatia, and Manuel 
certainly envisioned his control of the Adriatic being secured through control of the upper half of the sea by means of 
centralized occupation of not only Dalmatia, but also Ancona. Manuel repeatedly sent troops into Ancona – his 
motivations were clearly inspired by military ambitions. Manuel also probably assumed that control of the upper 
Adriatic would facilitate control of the lower Adriatic – a function which, from Manuel’s point of view, became 
increasingly necessary in order to reoccupy southern Italy. His only major attempt to destroy the Norman power there 
was undertaken over-land, and failed. It also embarked from Ancona, which concerns the third point: Ancona was at the 
geographical center of Manuel’s political interests in Italy and on the Adriatic coast of the Balkans (modern Albania, 
Croatia and Bosnia). Ancona was (and is) situated relatively evenly between Milan, Rome, Bari, Dyrrachium, Avlona, 
and Venice. Ancona was repeatedly used as both a political and military base-of-operations concerning Byzantine 
maneuvers in cities around it, especially Milan (Manuel’s financing of the Lombard League), Bari (Manuel’s invasion 
of southern Italy), and Venice (Manuel’s attempts to insert himself into the 1177 Treaty of Venice). These three factors – 
Ancona’s political isolation, Ancona’s military significance, and Ancona’s political influence and proximity to centers 
of Byzantine political interest – radically effected Manuel’s repeated attempts to assert Byzantine control of the city.  

v In 1171, Manuel famously broke off all relations with Venice, ordering the arrest of all Venetian citizens within 
Byzantine territory and the cancellation of the economic concessions granted to the Republic. While the 1171 break 
with Venice directly resulted in an improvement in relations between Venice and Norman Sicily, it cannot alone be 
blamed for the development of the Fourth Crusade, as Manuel’s alliances with Genoa and Pisa were maintained, and the 
break with Venice was likely a meticulously planned diplomatic move meant not only to free himself of rival claims for 
control of the Northern Adriatic, a region opened up to conquest by the potential rapprochement with Germany, but also 
to reaffirm his commitment to his Pisan and Genoan alliances. Manuel sought to keep an alliance with either Venice or 
the Normans, as alienating both would have made the Byzantine position in the Adriatic difficult to maintain without 
alliances on the western coast of Italy. Only his successors would manage to alienate every Italian city-state, thereby 
actuating the First Crusade. 

vi The battle was the culmination of Manuel’s efforts to reclaim the interior of Anatolia for the Empire. The battle, 
sometimes referred to as ‘Manuel’s Crusade’ due to the massive diversity in origins of the forces fielded there, was won   
decisively by the Turks of Ikonium. Despite the loss, the Turks themselves were crushed soon after at Hyelion and 
Leimocheir in a failed attempt to invade southwestern Turkey, and the military losses at Myriokephalon were essentially 
neutralized. Despite this, Manuel’s Crusade would be the last attempt by the Byzantines to retake the interior of 
Anatolia. 
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vii This control was achieved largely through the influence of Maria at court in Montferrat and the personal relationship 

Manuel cultivated with Renier, who even offered to send Christian of Mainz to Constantinople after his capture. 
Montferrat’s armies were also heavily augmented by Byzantine mercenaries, who acted as agents of Manuel’s policy. 


